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The Tenure Support Centre is a pilot, action-research initiative that exists to help
current and prospective homeowners regularise their ownership, unlock the value of
their housing assets and improve the performance of local property markets

Contact the TSC on Whatsapp(065 041 6832) or on Facebook @TenureSupport Centre
or visit our website at www.titledeed.org.za
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The Primary Transfer Toolkit
Section 1
The Land Rights Toolkit
• This toolkit was developed by the GeoAfrika
team: Peter Hoffman & Chris Carter
• With thanks to Gavin Adlington for his review
and input on the toolkit
• The teams funders and partners include:

Section 2

Beneficiary administration &
property transfer toolkit
• This toolkit was developed by the TSC team at
71point4 based on their experience in
Makhaza, Khayelitsha
• The TSC worked closely with Stefan Grolber
and his team at the City of Cape Town
• The toolkit development and dissemination
has been supported by:
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Today’s focus

REPORTING A DECEASED ESTATE
• A primary transfer cannot proceed to a deceased
beneficiary
https://cahf.gitbook.io/p
rimary-transfertoolkit/v/beneficiaryadministration-andtransfertoolkit/validationregularisation-andtransfer/dealing-withdeceased-estates

• Depending on the circumstances, the primary transfer
may need to happen to Estate Late deceased
beneficiary
• This process requires the heirs of the deceased
beneficiary to report the estate to the Master of the High
Court or a designated service point in the area the
deceased was living for the 12 months prior to his/her
death
• With the majority of primary transfer cases, the value of
the estate will be less than R250 000, and the estate will
be classified as a small estate
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1. The spouse

DECEASED ESTATES IN
THE PRIMARY
TRANSFER CONTEXT

2. The co-beneficiary who is not a
spouse

Some practical examples from the TSC
3. The heirs
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1. The spouse
THE TOOLKIT:

CASE DETAILS:

• Where the beneficiary is deceased but was
married at the time of death, transfer should
proceed to the surviving spouse REGARDLESS
OF WHETHER THAT SPOUSE QUALIFIES FOR
A SUBSIDY OR NOT

• Mrs M is an approved subsidy beneficiary for a
property in Mfuleni

• Collect:

• they married after subsidy approval

• Her husband Mr V is an approved subsidy
beneficiary for a property in Khayelitsha

•

ID of the deceased beneficiary

• Mr V is deceased

•

Marriage certificate

•

Death certificate of beneficiary

• Not necessary to report the estate for purposes
of primary transfer. Transfer directly to
surviving spouse

• Once data is validated, proceed with transfer
to surviving spouse
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2. The co-beneficiary who is not a spouse
TOOLKIT:
•

One beneficiary is alive but the other beneficiary is
deceased (not the spouse), transfer should proceed
to the alive beneficiary and to Estate Late
deceased beneficiary

•

Collect:

•

CASE DETAILS:

•

Mr N and Ms L are approved co-beneficiaries for a
property in Du Noon - unmarried, approved on the
basis of “single but cohabiting”

•

Ms L is deceased. Her estate has been reported to the
Master and Masters Letters of Authority are issued
Proceed with transfer to Mr N and Estate Late Ms L

•

ID of the alive beneficiary

•

•

Death certificate of deceased beneficiary

•

Masters Letters of Authority*

•

ID of appointed Masters representative

This fulfils the State’s obligation on the primary transfer
but the heirs of Estate Late Ms L will need to secure
transfer from Estate Late into their own names

Once data is validated, proceed with transfer to alive
beneficiary and Estate Late deceased beneficiary
*Masters Letters of Authority can only be obtained by reporting
the deceased estate at the Master of the High Court. See the
section in the toolkit on Dealing with deceased estates for more
detail on how to report a deceased estate
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3. The heirs
THE TOOLKIT:

CASE DETAILS:

• The beneficiary is deceased and there are
testate/intestate heirs who are not the
spouse (eg children, siblings)*

• Mr N is an approved subsidy beneficiary for a
property in Gugulethu

• Collect:

• Mr N is deceased and his valid intestate heirs
are his three children

•

Death certificate of deceased beneficiary

•

Masters Letters of Authority*

• His estate has been reported at the Master and
Masters Letters of Authority are issued

•

ID of appointed Masters representative

• Proceed with transfer to Estate Late Mr N

• Once data is validated, proceed with transfer
to Estate Late deceased beneficiary

This fulfils the State’s obligation on the primary
transfer but the heirs of Estate Late Mr N will need
to secure transfer from Estate Late into their own
names

* For a detailed explanation of the laws of intestate succession, see
https://www.justice.gov.za/master/wills-is.html
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1. The customary/common law
spouse is prejudiced

WHERE THINGS CAN
GO WRONG

2.The intestate heirs are minors

3. The Masters Letters omit the
property
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1. The customary/common law spouse is prejudiced
CASE DETAILS:

OUTCOME/SUGGESTION:

• Mr B approached the TSC to assist with the
primary transfer of a government
subsidised property in Gugulethu

• Despite having occupied the property for 20
years, Mr B cannot secure transfer as he is
neither a co-beneficiary nor an intestate heir

• He claims to have been given the property by
government in 2002 with his then cohabiting
partner (now deceased)

• In circumstances like this, it might be prudent to
exercise some discretion in weighing the claims
of the occupant against the claim of an absent
heir

• The approved beneficiary for the property
is the deceased - approved on the basis of
“single with dependants” rather than
“cohabiting”
• Mr B is not an approved beneficiary or
dependant
• The toolkit process allows for transfer of
the property to Estate Late beneficiary and
it will then be transferred to her heirs
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2. The intestate heirs are minors
CASE DETAILS:

OUTCOME/SUGGESTION:

• Ms K is an approved subsidy beneficiary for a
property in Khayelitsha

• Despite being the deceased beneficiary’s valid
heir, the minor child cannot secure transfer
without appointing an attorney to act as
Masters representative and possibly a
Guardianship application - significant cost
implications

• Ms K is deceased and her valid intestate heir
is her minor child, age 13 years

• The TSC has reported the estate and has
been trying for 18 months to get Masters
Letters issued. The complications:
• the Master will not issue Letters of
Authority where the heir is a minor unless
an attorney takes up the appointment as
Masters representative
• the minor heir will not be able to secure
transfer without the assistance of a
guardian

• In circumstances like this, it might be prudent to
consider whether a primary transfer to Estate
Late deceased beneficiary will actually be of
any benefit to the minor heirs at all
This fulfils the State’s obligation on the primary
transfer but the minor heir of Estate Late Ms K will
struggle to secure transfer from Estate Late into
her own name
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3. The Masters Letters omit the property
THE PROCESS:

SUGGESTION

• When reporting a deceased estate, an
Inventory must be completed listing all the
property owned by the deceased

• When directing an heir to report a deceased
estate, they should be advised to include the
primary transfer property in the Inventory

• The Masters Letters are issued with reference
to the Inventory and show which property
falls into the deceased estate. This allows a
conveyancer to transfer that property from
the Estate Late to anybody else

• In order to prove the deceased is the subsidy
beneficiary and to prove the value of the
primary transfer property, an extract from the
HSS approval should be annexed to the estate
pack for submission to the Master

• A primary transfer property is not yet an
asset in the deceased estate BUT if it is not
included in the Inventory, it will also be
omitted from the Masters Letters and will
remain stuck in Estate Late

• The Masters Letters will then include the primary
transfer property
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Questions on deceased estate
transfers?

DISCUSSION TIME

Specific deceased estate cases?

Suggestions for future learning
sessions?
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THANK YOU
Lisa Hutsebaut, TSC Conveyancer:
lisa@71point4.com
Contact the TSC on Whatsapp (065 041 6832)
or on Facebook @TransactionSupport Centre
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